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ABSTRACT: The high volumetric capacity (53 g H2/L) and its low
toxicity and ﬂammability under ambient conditions make formic acid
a promising hydrogen energy carrier. Particularly, in the past decade,
signiﬁcant advancements have been achieved in catalyst development
for selective hydrogen generation from formic acid. This Perspective
highlights the advantages of this approach with discussions focused on
potential applications in the transportation sector together with
analysis of technical requirements, limitations, and costs.

I

n 2013, the estimated world population of 7.14 billion
people consumed 13.6 Gtoe of energy (at an average rate
of 18.0 TW), of which 19% were required for transportation and road traﬃc was responsible for the majority
(approximately 80%) of the demand.1,2 Recent estimates
project that population, average energy consumption, and
numbers of vehicles per person will steadily increase during
the coming century.3 Globally, burning of carbon-based fossil
fuels supplies over 81% of the energy demand,2 and hence,
prospering industrial societies are responsible for the observed
increase in carbon dioxide levels from preindustrial 280 ppm
to the record high of 409.5 ppm measured this year.4 The
constantly increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration is very
likely to result in global warming, sea level rise, and ocean
acidiﬁcation. To reduce the environmental footprint of modern
societies and address the limitations of fossil recourses, the
projected increase in global energy demand must go along with
the implementation of carbon-neutral energy production and
carrier systems.5 The most prominent candidates for such
technologies are renewable biofuels or electricity from nuclear
power plants, solar and wind energy, as well as hydroelectricity.
While competition with food production and their uncertain
CO2 balance render the global substitution of fossil fuels by
biofuels unlikely,6 legislation and industry are strongly pushing
the buildup of renewable electric energy production.7 The
existing power grid makes this technology attractive because
initial infrastructure investments are moderate and therefore
the barrier to market entrance is low. However, electriﬁcation
of the transport sector faces serious challenges because the onboard storage of electric energy requires large batteries, which
for the foreseeable future suﬀer from low gravimetric and
volumetric energy densities (Figure 1a).
Hydrogen (H2) is considered a promising alternative for
intermediate energy storage. It is expected to play a crucial
role as a secondary fuel and energy carrier in the new energy
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We aim to emphasize evaluating technical implementations of formic acid as
a hydrogen carrier and its potential in
the transportation sector with technical
requirements, limitation, and cost
analysis.
system.8−13 H2 has a high gravimetric energy density of
33.3 kW·h/kg and can be converted into energy in an internal
combustion engine or fuel cells with the production of water as
the only byproduct. It is, however, expected that the hydrogen
economy will not materialize until signiﬁcant technological
advances in H2 production, storage, and delivery systems are
made.13 Particularly, development of a safe and eﬃcient system
for hydrogen storage represents a great challenge. Conventional
H2 storage in high-pressure compressed gas cylinders or cryogenic liquid tanks is straightforward but suﬀers from excessive
energy losses (H2 compression, liquefaction, and boil-oﬀ) and
low volumetric energy capacity.14,15 State-of-the-art on-board
hydrogen storage (700 bar) reaches 5.7 wt % H2, which translates into energy densities of 1.9 kW·h/kg and 1.4 kW·h/L.16
Alternative approaches through physical adsorption of H2 in
high-surface-area materials, such as metal−organic frameworks,
zeolites, nanostructured carbon materials, and so forth, experience limitations of temperature and pressure ranges and generally
achieve lower gravimetric and volumetric energy densities.17−19
While chemical hydrides (CHs) could deliver high gravimetric H2
capacities of up to 20 wt %, the poor reversibility prohibits their
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Figure 1. Case for FA as a hydrogen carrier. (A) FA competes well with other reversible hydrogen storage options35 (ﬁgure adapted from ref 35;
data for Toyota Mirai15 and BMW 5 GT36 taken from company publications). Dashed lines indicate DOE 2010 targets. (B) FA compares well
with hydrogen or a current average midsized internal combustion vehicle (ICV) (engine power: 100 kW; range: 600 km). Recent progress in
commercial fuel cell technology has led to a signiﬁcant weight-reduction electric power train,15 rendering H2-powered FCVs competitive to ICVs
in terms of overall weight. While H2 consumption only results in a negligible loss of mass, FA utilization releases CO2, and correspondingly the
power train’s energy density exceeds that of a H2 FCV and even an ICV for middle to low fuel tank ﬁllings. (C) FA as a H2 carrier for the
transport sector. Depending on the hydrogen production method, for an current FCV,15 CO2 emissions per km range from 235 g/km (water
electrolysis with the present grid electricity production37), to 85 g/km (thermal processes like steam reforming of methane, coal gasiﬁcation, or
the Cu−Cl cycle38), to less than 10 kg/km (water electrolysis with electricity production from renewable sources and CO2 from ﬂue-gas or
atmospheric carbon capture (CC)).38 CDH: carbon dioxide hydrogenation; FADH: FA dehydrogenation.

widespread applications (Figure 1a).20−23 In this regard, the
liquid hydrogen carrier, formic acid (FA), becomes an attractive
choice. Although FA contains only 4.4 wt % H2, because of its high
density of 1.22 g/cm3, its volumetric capacity reaches 53 g H2/L.
This is equivalent to an energy density of 1.77 kW·h/L, which
exceeds those of commercial 70 MPa hydrogen pressure tanks
(e.g., 1.4 kW·h/L for the Toyota Mirai) and hence may be
suitable for automotive and mobile applications (Figure 1a).
As illustrated in Figure 1c, a carbon-neutral H2 storage system
is at hand if eﬃcient CO2 hydrogenation and selective FA
dehydrogenation (FADH) can be developed.24−26
Research on catalytic FA decomposition has intensiﬁed
rapidly during the past decade, and developments on the catalytic systems related to this particular reaction were summarized
recently in several excellent reviews;27−34 therefore, herein we
aim to emphasize evaluating technical implementations of FA
as a hydrogen carrier and its potential in the transportation
sector with technical requirements, limitation, and cost analysis.
Applications are assessed with reference to current H2 fuel cell
utilizations followed by a discussion on the technological challenges
and enabling requirements. The Perspective concludes with an
outlook on the future opportunities with this energy storage
option.
General Assessment on FA. The high gravimetric capacity of
FA has been appreciated, and its potential application as a
secondary fuel has been proposed and explored in direct FA
fuel cells (DFAFCs).39 While early models suﬀered from low

performance of the platinum catalyst, better performance could
be achieved using palladium.40 The commercial feasibility of
DFAFC technology was examined with investment from the
industrial sector (Tekion and Motorola, partnering with BASF)
to design and manufacture power packs.41 Presumably because
the catalyst poisoning issue in long-term application could
not be overcome, there were no further updates about these
developments, and Tekion’s assets were acquired by Neah
Power in 2013.42
While DFAFCs face major challenges, hydrogen fuel cells are
a mature technology, which is commercialized in fuel cell vehicles
(FCVs) with over 140 kW and a range exceeding 600 km
(e.g., Toyota Mirai, Hyundai Tucson, Honda Clarity, etc.).
Hence, the selective production of H2 from FA to power
hydrogen fuel cells is a promising approach with a short path to
market. Like in a conventional fuel, energy discharge implies
consumption of FA, which results in a signiﬁcant release of
mass in the form of CO2. In combination with a lightweight
electrical motor and fuel cell, a FA-based power train can
achieve better energy-to-mass ratios than current fossil-fueldriven combustion engines (Figure 1b). Moreover, the cost
associated with building and maintaining the distribution infrastructure represents the major hurdle for large-scale consumer
applications of gaseous H2. Because FA is a nontoxic and
environmentally benign liquid with low ﬂammability under
ambient conditions, the existing gasoline infrastructure may be
easily adapted for FA distribution.
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consists of hydrogen and carbon dioxide in a 1:1 molar ratio,
membrane separation of the two gases may be required to
prevent CO2 accumulation on the anode and achieve high
energy eﬃciencies.
Catalyst Activity. The rated maximum power output of the
fuel cell directly determines the amount of H2 evolution catalyst
required in the FA converter. Assuming a (high) fuel cell
energy eﬃciency of 58% at maximum power, the fuel cell will
consume hydrogen at a rate of rFC(H2) = 0.713 mmol·(s·kW)−1.
Because there is no on-board reservoir of gaseous H2 in a
FA-powered FCV, the converter must be able to sustain this
hydrogen ﬂow. Considering a typical design reserve factor of
RF = 200%, the required catalyst amount can be calculated by

Because FA is a nontoxic and environmentally benign liquid with low ﬂammability under ambient conditions, the
existing gasoline infrastructure may be
easily adapted for FA distribution.
Consideration of Catalytic Systems. Desirable Catalyst Properties. A catalytic FA converter system, which generates on-board
the hydrogen powering a fuel cell in an automotive application,
introduces speciﬁc requirements that must be addressed during
catalyst development. Key factors are (1) selectivity for H2
production, (2) catalyst activity, characterized by the catalysts
turnover frequency (TOF) at a speciﬁc reaction temperature,
(3) catalyst durability or lifetime typically determined as the
catalyst’s turnover numbers (TONs), and (4) catalyst costs.
Economic considerations are of major importance to achieve
consumer acceptance of a new technology.
Selectivity for H2 Production. As FA is an intermediate of the
water gas shift (WGS) reaction, in the absence of a suitable
catalyst, decomposition of FA can occur along two competing
low-enthalpy pathways:43
(1) dehydrogenation (decarboxylation), yielding H2 and
CO2 (ΔG° = −32.9 kJ·mol−1, ΔH° = 31.2 kJ·mol−1,
and ΔS° = 216 J·mol−1·K−1)
(2) dehydration (decarbonylation), giving H2O and CO
(ΔG° = −12.4 kJ·mol−1, ΔH° = 29.2 kJ·mol−1, and ΔS° =
139 J·mol−1·K−1).
When FA serves as a chemical hydrogen carrier, any COgenerating process must be suppressed because CO formation
not only reduces the overall H2 yield but also leads to poisoning
of the fuel cell’s catalyst. CO poisoning of the Pt catalysts in a
proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is one of the
most serious obstacles in developing commercial fuel cells with
typical critical CO concentrations >10 ppm.7,44−48 Hence, any
suitable FA decomposition catalyst should provide a dehydrogenation/dehydration selectivity of 105, which translates under
the assumption of a Curtin−Hammett regime to ΔΔG‡ =
34.7 kJ/mol at a typical reaction temperature of 90 °C.
Catalysts that involve reduced metal species49 to encourage
decarbonylation and/or strong acidic components for dehydration50 are thus not favorable. While in general a heterogeneous system facilitates easy separation of catalysts and
products, for FA decomposition, heterogeneous reactions typically
conducted in aqueous FA solutions do not oﬀer any obvious
advantages compared to the homogeneous counterparts. Heterogeneous transition metal nanoparticle catalysts provide far too
low selectivities and commonly produce hydrogen with a
considerable CO content of over 1000 ppm.49 Alloy nanoparticles51,52 can show improved hydrogen selectivities, yet they
do not meet the selectivity target53−57 that the homogeneous
counterparts oﬀer until very recent developments.58,59 Hence,
the high degree of control for the dehydrogenation pathway
renders homogeneous catalysts presently more suitable for
application. From an engineering perspective, a homogeneous
converter system will require nothing else than a small reactor,
where FA is pumped at the same rate at which it is consumed
while the homogeneously dissolved catalyst remains in the
reactor. Such a system can quickly adjust the hydrogen
production rate on demand and therefore fulﬁlls the requirements of transportation applications. Because the evolved gas

ncat = [rFC(H 2) ·RF]/TOFcat
= 1.43 (mmol/kW)/TOFcat [s−1]

(1)

Correspondingly, the minimal amount of catalyst in the
converter is reciprocal to the catalyst’s activity at a given
operating temperature.
Catalyst Lifetime. The stability of the catalyst applied will
directly determine the driving distance per catalyst loading and
thus the service intervals. The available driving distance is directly
proportional to the catalyst’s TON and catalyst amount, which is
accepted to degrade until a performance loss is observed. Thus,
the length of a service interval of the FA converter catalyst
follows from eq 2
dservice = TONcat ·ncat /nH2
̇ [mmol/(kW ·km)]

(2)

The minimal catalyst amount in the converter is reciprocal to
the catalyst’s TOF (eq 1), and therefore, the service intervals
will depend on the TON/TOF ratio
dservice = TONcat /TOFcat · [rFC(H 2) ·(RF − 100%)]/nH2
̇
(3)

For an average molar hydrogen consumption of ṅH2 =
36 mmol/(kW·km)60 and the assumptions described above, the
service intervals are directly proportional to the TON/TOF
ratio (eq 4)
dservice = 0.2 km·s−1·TON/TOF [s−1]

(4)

Stability toward Water and Acid. As FA from commercial
sources contains water, a marketable homogeneous catalyst
should perform well in the presence of water. To minimize or
eliminate problems associated with the loss of a volatile organic
solvent and additives such as amines during the hydrogen generation process, reactions in an aqueous mixture are considered
a favorable option. Hence, catalysts that can perform well in
aqueous solutions are expected to play a major role especially
in the early development stage.19−26 Catalysts that show

Catalysts that show reasonable stability
and activity in high concentration or
neat FA in the absence of base
promoters represent an important
opportunity for the ﬁeld.
reasonable stability and activity in high concentration or neat
FA in the absence of base promoters represent an important
opportunity for the ﬁeld. These properties do not only allow
the exploitation of FA’s full volumetric hydrogen density of
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Figure 2. (A) Price comparison of hydrogen,15 FA,63 and gasoline normalized to the energy available for the “energy-at-wheels”, which takes
the diﬀerent tank-to-wheel eﬃciencies into account.64 (B) According to eqs 5 and 6, the catalyst price normalized to the TON (CON) and
catalyst cost normalized to the TOF (COF) numbers represent the fractions that the catalyst price contributes to the target price of the
product (CON) or the capital costs of the system (COF). Peducts: price of all starting materials; Cs,empty: costs of the system without catalyst
(here fuel tank, pumps, FA converter, and controller).

the fraction of the eﬀective fuel costs, which can be attributed
to the catalyst. The COF (eq 6) represents the share of the
targeted capital costs of the (fuel) system, which arises from the
catalyst.

53g H2/L, they may also enable direct production of highpressure H2 from FA under acidic conditions. Because the
conversion of FA to H2 and CO2 is an equilibrium, the
theoretical highest pressures of H2 and CO2 that can be
achieved are estimated to be 225 MPa (2250 bar) over neat FA.
Indeed, a remarkable system for continuous high-pressure
(>120 MPa) H2 production from FA was recently realized
using an iridium catalyst at 80 °C.61 This is a great advance as it
opens the opportunities for more applications of high-pressure
H2 such as that in a H2 gas ﬁlling station. The existing
technology to feed the high-pressure H2 to FCVs is costly
mainly due to the requirement of extensive use of mechanical
hydrogen compressors and the energy associated with H2
compression, liquefaction, and boil-oﬀ processes.9,10
Economic Factors. While FA as a hydrogen carrier combines
several beneﬁts, market acceptance of a new consumer-targeted
technology is usually very price sensitive. Infrastructural costs
for adding a FA tank and pump at normal ﬁlling stations should
be relatively low and thus facilitate the setup of a FA distribution network. Yet, an important factor will be the initial investment and the operational costs of a proposed FA-powered
vehicle relative to the alternatives. As illustrated by Figure 2a,
FA market prices of around 400−650 USD/kg compare
favorable with both H2 sales prices at U.S. ﬁlling stations as
well as gasoline prices in Europe, if normalized to the “energyat-wheels”. At a sales price below 300 USD/t, FA will be priced
comparably to U.S. gasoline, and 190 USD/t would equal the
DOE price target of 4 USD/kg H2. It can be expected that
up-scaling of the current world production capacity (8 × 105 t/a)62
to the quantities required for fuel supply by a factor of 104 would
lead to strongly reduced production costs.
While assessment of the fuel contribution to a vehicle’s
operating costs is straightforward, a comparison of catalyst
economics requires a more detailed analysis. Because catalysts
are commonly characterized by their TON and TOF, we
suggest the use of these two dimension-free key parameters for
normalizing catalyst costs. This approach should be applicable
to any catalyst; however, catalyst price normalized to the TON
(CON) or catalyst cost normalized to the TOF (COF) values
of a catalyst are always process-speciﬁc. The CON (eq 5)
describes the catalyst’s contribution to the operating costs. It is

CON = Pcat /TON·KProd
with KProd = (PProd°)−1 ·Mwcat/MwProd

(5)

COF = Ccat /TOF·KS
with KS = (rFC(H 2)/CS°) ·Mwcat/MwProd

(6)

Hence, if the targets for the price of the product H2 (PProd°)
and the target for the cost of the process-related system CS° are
known, CON and COF values will allow economic assessment
of diﬀerent catalyst systems. As illustrated by Figure 2b, the
thresholds deﬁned for a product (hydrogen in this case) and
entire reactor system (tank, converter, controller) allow an
economic comparison with existing technologies. For each process, an area in the CON/COF diagram exists where catalyst
costs meet the respective cost threshold criteria. Catalysts with
higher CON or COF values lead to a higher than targeted
product price (CON > CON0) or system cost (COF > COF0).
Hence, the green area in the diagram deﬁnes the target for
catalysts that economically fulﬁll all of the deﬁned criteria, for
example, to make a FA-powered FCV price-competitive to
hydrogen-fueled ones.
We evaluated eight homogeneous catalyst systems for which
reasonably high TOFs and TONs were reported (Table 1). In
system 1, the addition of 6 equiv of 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane (DPPE) in N,N-dimethylhexylamine (HexNMe2)
eﬀectively enhanced the TOF and TON of the Ru catalyst
compared to those using 5HCO2H·4HexNMe2 at room
temperature.65,66 The cationic Ru system 2 lives for several
million cycles in an aqueous solution of HCOOH/HCOONa;67,68 however, the reported TOF of 230 h−1 at 100 °C is
more than 2 orders of magnitude short of the performance
established for the Ir systems at 80 °C. With a well-deﬁned
PNP−Ru catalyst (3), when the less volatile trihexylamine
(NHex3) base was employed, the TON was improved
from 326 500 (NEt3) to 706 500 with a similar high TOF.69
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Table 1. Selected recent catalysts of high TONs

catalyst

operation conditions

165,66
267,68

in Me2NHex at 25 °C
HCOOH/HCOONa in
H2O at 100 °C
in DMF/NHex3 at 90 °C
in DMSO/NEt3 at 90 °C
HCOOH/HCOONa in
H2O at 80 °C
HCOOH/HCOONa in
H2O at 80 °C
in propylene carbonate at
80 °C
in dioxane at 80 °C

369
470
571
672
73

7

874

cost($/
mol)a

TON

TOF
(h−1)

60 000
250 000

800 000
3 000 000b

47 970
230

150 000
35 000
98 000

706 500
1 100 000
308 000

256 000
7333c
25 700c

125 000

2 400 000

171 000c

62 000

92 417

9425

11 000

983 642

196 728

Figure 3. Graphical representation of the CON and COF values
calculated for the FA dehydrogenation catalysts listed in Table 1.

stop at the ﬁlling station, yet the initial costs are low. Catalysts
with a higher estimated service distance could be replaced at
every service (1, 5, 6, and 7). Catalysts 2 and 4, which show a
high TON/TOF ratio, may last for an entire car life cycle, yet
the initial costs for catalyst ﬁlling are signiﬁcant enough to
mandate a sales price increase of the FCV.
Challenges and Opportunities: An Outlook. FA has been
recognized as a readily available material to implement for a
hydrogen storage technology, which circumvents installation of
the expensive infrastructure required for reﬁlling hydrogendriven FCVs. Normal ﬁlling stations could in principle set up
another pump delivering FA and might also use the HCOOH
storage tank to produce hydrogen on-site, making HCOOH
technology a catalyst for global implementation of FCVs by
lowering the infrastructural barrier. In fact, a working group
meeting following the G7 Energy Ministerial Meeting (G7WG)
was held at the 2016 Innovation for Cool Earth Forum
(ICEF),75 for scientists, industry representatives, and policy
makers to exchange views and to discuss potential joint R&D
eﬀorts in the research ﬁeld on hydrogen carrier systems based
on CO2.
Catalysts and converter technologies have made tremendous
progress and should currently allow one to build a technology
demonstrator. For example, direct CO2−H2 reaction systems in
acidic media have been realized.62,76 One encouraging early
example of a Ru-catalyzed hydrogen generator using FA was
developed, successfully meeting 1 kW power output (30 L/min
of H2/CO2).30 A similar system at a larger scale should be
achievable, and a group of students in Eindhoven are currently
building a bus fueled by this FA concept.77 Earlier this year, a
400 W model car that can carry 45 kg at approximately 8 km/h
was also demonstrated.78 However, as summarized above, in
order to establish an economically feasible system for initial
commercialization, a signiﬁcant reduction of catalyst costs
under mild conditions without scarifying the catalyst’s activity
and selectivity for hydrogen generation is required, in addition
to the advances in FA synthesis and CO2 capture.
While limitation of recourses and legislative actions will
strongly inﬂuence the future of transportation, the strategy of
utilizing FA as an energy carrier to selectively release hydrogen
for electricity generation by fuel cells looks promising. Moreover, many mobile applications as well as the foundation of

a

The price estimation was based on commercial prices of available
starting materials at 100 g or smaller quantities assuming the same
reaction yields reported in the literature without counting solvent and
manpower costs. These values are only intended for an initial
economic evaluation. bAccording to the authors’ presentation in ICEF
2016. cAn average over the catalyst lifetime.

While being signiﬁcantly slower, the PN3P−Ru catalyst (4)
showed a long catalyst lifetime of 150 h in DMSO/NEt3.70
Cationic pentamethylcyclopentadienyl(Cp*)Ir complexes 5
and 6 demonstrated excellent reactivities in the aqueous
solution of HCOOH/HCOONa, but one notes that the
initial TOFs of 158 000 h−1 for 571 and 487 500 h−1 for 672 are
approximately 3−6 times faster than the average TOFs, suggesting the apparent degradation of the catalysts in 12−14 h.
It is always exciting to see base metals, such as Fe,73,74 showing
similar or superior activities to those of their precious metal
counterparts, but the cost of the ligand appears to the dominating factor for practical consideration. System 8 further
showed that the presence of a Lewis acid, such as LiBF4,
dramatically increased the TOF; unfortunately, it can only be
achieved under a very low catalyst loading of 0.0001 mol %,74
limiting the overall hydrogen production rate. Because the exact
activity of these catalysts under the same reaction condition
(solvent, base additives, temperature, etc.) is not available, our
analysis is based on the reported results assuming that these
values represent the best performance achievable under
individual optimized conditions.
It is evident from Figure 3 that the cheapest iron pincer
system 8 already fulﬁlls both assumed cost criteria, while the Ru
system/complexes 1 and 3 and the Ir chelate 6 meet the COF
threshold (0.5). The low calculated price and high TON place
Ru catalyst 4 below the CON limit (0.35). Under the minimal
catalyst requirement calculated from eq 1, the service distance is
proportional to the TON/TOF ratio of the respective catalyst.
Hence, in Figure 3, the catalysts fall into three groups: those
with a low TON/TOF ratios (complexes 3and 8) would
typically need to be replaced in short intervals, possibly at every
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The strategy of utilizing FA as an energy
carrier to selectively release hydrogen
for electricity generation by fuel cells
looks promising. Moreover, many mobile applications as well as the foundation of stationary power plants can also
be envisioned.
stationary power plants can also be envisioned. With worldwide
research eﬀorts on hydrogen production from renewables, this
storage and distribution concept will certainly play a role in the
future hydrogen economy.
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